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ACROSS
1. Psych ward handouts
5. "My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy" rapper Kanye
9. Catches some rays
14. Color in some '80s retro outfits
15. New product fair
16. Heavy metal instrument?
17. Yankee follower?
18. Refinancing, e.g.
19. One who's on the pad
20. Ten gallon hat, string tie, etc.?
23. Polished off
24. Day of the wk. "Ulysses" takes place
25. Nappies contents
26. Go on and on and on
28. Line sold by Sleepy's
30. Animal fat
32. Cash for a medallion
33. "Fringe" actress Graynor
35. "Well ___-di-dah"
36. First aid balm
37. Muslim's ailment?
42. Device with a "menu" button
43. Messenger letters
44. 39-Down's opposite
45. Fig. in a closing
46. Grp. whose members get discounts on hearing aids
48. Local theaters
52. Bon ___
53. "Up, up, down, down, left, right, left, right, B, A, start" platform
54. Fuel-inefficient vehicle
56. Unsatisfying job
57. Teeter Yankee Doodle's feather?

DOWN
1. Tributes, e.g.
2. Consider the same
3. Less likely to be read
4. "Rules for Radicals" author Alinsky
5. Language in which "mountain" is "fynydd"
6. Book that details a famous flight
7. Practice for MMA
8. Terrible at karaoke, probably
9. Mephistopheles, e.g.
10. No body?
11. Crafty manipulator
12. Comic strip whose titular regent rules the land Myopia
13. ___-Blo fuses
21. Paperboy maker
22. Transitional phrase
27. "How you ___?"
29. 1989 Best Actress
31. Arm bone-related
32. Muslim's decree
34. Green Line nation
37. Country that changed its name in 1939 and again in 1949
38. Certain Manhattanite
39. 44-Across's opposite
40. Kind of
41. Kicking dance
47. First stage
49. First U.S. journalist to interview Gorbachev
50. Nina Simone's real first name
51. Rots
53. Maverick, e.g.
55. Rock's The New Pornographers, for one
58. Pure spite
59. Himalayan alternative
60. 61-Across prince
61. NYJ's opponent this weekend
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